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Abstract
A classical problem in neurological disorders is to understand the progression of disorder and de6ne the trace
elements (metals) which play a role in deviating a sample from normal to an abnormal state, which implies the
need to create a reference knowledge base (KB) employing the control samples drawn from normal/healthy set
in the context of the said neurological disorder, and in sequel to analytically understand the deviations in the
cases of disorders/abnormalities/unhealthy samples. Hence building up a computational model involves mining
the healthy control samples to create a suitable reference KB and designing an algorithm for estimating the
deviation in case of unhealthy samples. This leads to realizing an algorithmic cognition–recognition model,
where the cognition stage establishes a reference model of a normal/healthy class and the recognition stage
involves discriminating whether a given test sample belongs to a normal class or not. Further if the sample
belongs to a speci6ed reference base (normal) then the requirement is to understand how strong the a;liation
is, and if otherwise (abnormal) how far away the sample is from the said reference base. In this paper,
an exploratory data analysis based model is proposed to carry out such estimation analysis by designing
distribution and parametric models for the reference base. Further, the knowledge of the reference base in
case of the distribution model is expressed in terms of zones with each zone carrying a weightage factor.
Di>erent distance measures are utilized for the subsequent a;liation analysis (City block with distribution
model and Doyle’s with Parametric model). Results of an experimental study based on the database of trace
elemental analysis in human serum samples from control and Parkinson’s neurological disorder are presented
to corroborate the performance of the computational algorithm.
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1. Introduction
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a complex and progressive neurodegenerative disorder that a>ects the
control of body movement. The degeneration occurs predominantly in dopaminergic neurons in a
small brain area called the substantia nigra [1], though the cause of this selective degeneration is
still obscure. Epidemiological investigations suggest that both environmental factors such as metals,
pesticides, etc. and genetic factors could predispose people to PD. Inter-relationships among the trace
metals play an important role in normal and pathological state of a cell. Limited data is available
concerning the levels of metals in serum during pathological conditions of PD. Moreover, most of the
available information is limited to few selected elements [2–4] and there is no study, which examines
inter-elemental relationships with regard to severity of PD, which could have clinical and diagnostic
signi6cance. Since several elements interact metabolically, the understanding of the concurrent metal
levels and their inter-relationship pattern is very essential for clinical correlation [5]. Further, more
than an individual metal, the comprehensive metal homeostasis and its inter-relationships with other
elements are known to play a signi6cant role in the biological system. Our recent investigations
on trace elemental concentrations in PD serum 6rst time evidenced a clear imbalance in certain
metal levels and element-to-element interrelationships or homeostasis in early and severe PD patients
compared to control [6]. Based on this novel observation we feel that mapping of trace metal
homeostasis in serum samples could be of diagnostic importance. Keeping this fact in view, we have
proposed in this research communication that an algorithmic model of the comprehensive database
on serum elemental homeostasis with the progression of PD may have diagnostic applications. In the
present paper, an exploratory data analysis based computation model has been developed to carry
out such analysis through distribution and parametric models representing reference knowledge bases
(KB) on healthy control samples in the context of PD.
Computational models provide a better means of modeling complex systems (such as the nervous
system, neuro-disorders, etc.). The development of computational model can be made richer and more
robust by consideration of clinical data, just as pathology has always enriched the understanding of
physiology. There are several compelling reasons for attempting to develop models and simulation
of these diseases not as a replacement for other approaches, but as a means to gain new insight
into pathogenesis and treatment. In some sense, the function of the brain is computation, thus the
underlying computational processes must be uncovered to understand the basis of disease. To achieve
therapeutic goals, many separate studies are required, from the 6rst step in translating basic research
advances, animal testing, preliminary safety studies in human patients, and clinically large trials with
the purpose of evaluating the e>ectiveness of a therapy. Biochemical studies of Parkinsonism have
had the most profound impact on understanding and management of chronic neurological disorder
(PD). For biochemical study to be meaningful there must be a high degree of sensitivity, speci6city
and a strong correlation with the clinical picture is necessary to ensure that biochemical abnormalities
reKect the clinical 6ndings. To arrive at a good algorithmic approach for analysis, we need to
design the KB and ensure accuracy in the classi6cation of data samples. Creation of a reference
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KB implies consolidating a huge database of control/training set into knowledge parameters, which
provide meaningful and useful comprehension for later analysis. The problem of assigning a test
sample into one of the two classes as healthy or unhealthy, demands the creation of a reference KB
of only healthy samples in the context of PD. It should be understood that a reference base will
contain the relevant knowledge summaries mined from normal/control samples, since the reference
base for various varieties of abnormalities can neither created nor will it be a feasible approach.
In this sense it is a speci6c case of knowledge mining [7] from the databases of normal samples
particularly in the context of PD. (The group of samples that support the creation of the reference
KB in one context may not help the creation of the reference KB in some other context.)
Often real-world data sets are predominantly composed of “normal” examples with only a small
percentage of “abnormal” or “interesting” examples. Data are a set of facts (e.g., cases in database)
and pattern is an expression in some language describing a subset of the data or a model applicable
to the subset [8]. The pattern should be valid on new data with some degree of certainty, if the new
data belongs to the subclass, else the pattern model should e;ciently refute the data. The anticipated
severity or exhaustiveness in the distance computations, can perhaps be reduced at least in a speci6c
instance, but often encountered in situations such as the sample which needs to be identi6ed either
as belonging to healthy (desired) group or otherwise (in so de6ned two class problem), provided
the healthy class is properly modeled to represent the desired reference base. The creation of such
reference KB for healthy class is the phase of cognition or learning [9]. The next phase is the
recognition which involves labeling a given sample as healthy or unhealthy, which is technically
de6ned as classi6cation [9,10] in cognition–recognition literature.
In a crude way, classi6cation means assigning an unknown sample to a known label. The unknown
sample is compared with KB. Estimation of the sample distribution is based on a training set
whose classi6cation is known beforehand (e.g., assigned by human experts). Classifying data into
normal (Healthy) or abnormal (Unhealthy), depicts the closeness or distinctness (Farness/Nearness)
of features in the samples. There are di>erent distance measures available which deal these problems
with di>erent concepts. But there is no single general distance measure [11], which can be applied
on all types of data sets. If a classi6er is e;ciently designed it will be able to perform well on
new patterns. In preprocessing stage, we 6rst identify the relevant features and then use a feature
extractor to measure them. These measurements are then passed to a classi6er, which performs the
classi6cation [12]. The importance of 2-way classi6er, such as recognizing a sample with a healthy
sample set or otherwise can be very much appreciated in the 6eld of medical diagnosis. A physician
has to label a patient at the 6rst level as healthy/unhealthy. Generally the diagnosis is based on the
features collected by various tests. The complexity of the problem is because of more and more data
generated through various pathological/clinical tests, and the features could also exhibit overlapping
features making diagnosis a di;cult problem. If a person is to be declared unhealthy then the
con6dence level from feature-wise analysis also should be high, where a feature is an observation
from a diagnosis test. Further in case a person is unhealthy, the physician has to estimate the degree
of ill-health too. Keeping this in view such type of typical 2-way discrimination problems, some
simple but e>ective models are proposed in this paper.
This research communication is organized in the following way: Section 2 describes the clinical
methodology followed to collect the control and PD a>ected samples and two di>erent
computational models designed for analysis, the role of ratio features as a means to enhance the
performance analysis is studied. Section 3 provides a detailed picture of the computational
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models. Section 4 includes some useful discussions and recommendations. Section 5 provides the
summary.

2. Methodology
2.1. Patients
Blood samples from 25 each controls (normal/healthy samples) early PD and severe PD patients
were collected from Sri Venkateswara Institute of Medical Science Tirupathi, India, and JSS Medical
College and Hospital Mysore, India. The PD patient group was graded into early PD and severe PD
according to clinical severity. All the patients met the commonly accepted diagnostic criteria for PD
[13] and were evaluated by the Uni6ed Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) [14] and the
Hoen and Yahr staging [15]. The 6rst stage of the Hoen and Yahr staging of PD was considered as
Early PD while the latter stages of Hoen and Yahr staging were graded into Severe PD. A 10 ml
volume of venous blood sample was collected from each PD patient/control and serum was separated
by centrifugation. All the precautions were taken to eliminate metal contamination while collecting
, storage and analysis of the samples in accordance with NCCLS criteria [16].
2.2. Ethical issue
Ethical approval for collecting blood samples from patients with PD and control humans were
obtained from research ethical committee of JSS Medical College and Hospital and Sri Venkateswara
Institute of Medical Science, India. A written consent was obtained from the patients/caretakers prior
to the collection of blood samples.
2.3. Instrumentation and elemental analysis
Elemental analysis was carried out using Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-AES) either by sequential or simultaneous mode depending on the elements to be analyzed. The optimization of ICP-AES was evaluated by line selection and detection limits for each
element. The validation of the analysis was tested by analyzing serum matrix match multi-element
synthetic standard and certi6ed standard reference material (Bovine liver 1577a) obtained from the
National Bureau of Standards, USA [17]. The lines were selected for each element in such a way
that interference from other elements were minimized. Table 1 provides the summary of laboratory
observations made on 25 healthy samples, 25 early PD a>ected and 25 severely a>ected samples.
The concentration of trace elements (identi6ed as features for algorithmic purpose) are presented
in mean ± standard deviation format. The second row gives the range of concentration values for
each trace element in minimum , maximum format. A perusal through the table indicates that it is
in practice just di;cult to discriminate the healthy and a>ected samples. This is the motivation to
devise algorithmic model for the purpose.
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Table 1
Data base containing trace—element concentrations
Na

S

P

Ca

Mg

Cu

2:2 ± 0:2
1.8–2.5

0:9 ± 0:09
0.78–1.1

0:014 ± 0:003 0:009 ± 0:001 0:023 ± 0:009
0.009–0.019 0.006–0.01
0.016–0.047

Control

135:4 ± 4:1 36:6 ± 3:7 3:2 ± 0:4
126.5–141.3 31.1–44.5 2.3–4.0

Early PD

142:6 ± 11:4 32:0 ± 5:0 4:12 ± 0:9 2:41 ± 0:3 1:05 ± 0:1
125.0–164.5 25.3–45.6 2.7–6.8
1.8–3.0
0.82–1.3

Zn

Fe

0:022 ± 0:008 0:008 ± 0:002 0:02 ± 0:004
0.007–0.035 0.006–0.012 0.01–0.028

Severe PD 142:9 ± 9:8 31:1 ± 3:3 3:65 ± 0:5 2:23 ± 0:2 1:05 ± 0:08 0:02 ± 0:006
127.2–168.5 26.5–38.0 2.8–4.5
2.18–2.69 0.86–1.19 0.011–0.035

0:007 ± 0:001 0:017 ± 0:007
0.005–0.009 0.004-0.035

Values represented in second line indicate Feature values in range format.

2.3.1. Computational-analysis model
The main theme of this research paper is to devise a computational approach for critical analysis
of an input (a test sample). At the outset, it is required to label whether the sample is normal
or abnormal and if abnormal it could be early or severe, which requires a further re6nement in
the computational model using clinical observations (Explained in Section 5). Pattern recognition
methods advocate the use of transformed feature space [18] in place of original feature space with
the aim of improved performance. In this work we have explained the analysis with original feature
space of trace elements (Na, S, P, etc.) and the ratio type transformed features (Na/S, Na/Fe, etc.).
In case of large number of features, Feature reduction [18] is also advocated in pattern recognition
studies, but this aspect is kept beyond the scope of this paper.
As bought out in Section 2, two phases are involved in computational modeling: (i) Learning Phase
(ii) Recognition Phase. Learning phase involves building up a reference KB using healthy samples
(Controls). Two di>erent models are suggested for representing the knowledge: (i) Parametric Model
(ii) Distribution Model. In the recognition phase a test sample is contrasted with the reference KB
to decide the label (Normal/Abnormal), and further the degree of belongingness (a;nity) of the
sample with that class. This is accomplished using di>erent distance measures [19]. These details
are brought out in the following sections.
2.4. Parametric model for a7liation analysis
The e;cacy of a;liation estimation of a new sample either as healthy (desired) or not depends
on the learning of healthy (desired) set of data. A simple procedure for learning the healthy group
is proposed here, which consists of expressing the feature-wise knowledge parameters of healthy
samples in terms of mean and standard deviation of N control samples constituting the reference
base. The recognition stage involves testing whether a presented test case (sample) belongs to
the healthy (desired) group or not. The most important objective, in either case is to estimate
the amount/degree of a;liation of the sample to the reference base (in case it is healthy) or to
estimate the amount/degree of being away from the reference base. In this work, we have employed
Doyle’s distance [20] measure to carry out the a;liation analysis. The speci6c recommendation
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to opt for Doyle’s distance measure is due to the fact that it captures the essence of both mean
and standard deviation parameters,
which are de6ned as the knowledge parameters in our work.

Doyle’s distance is given by ( − 1 )2 + ( − 1 )2 . Here  = Mean value of the reference base
(healthy/desired), 1 = New mean value treating the test sample also as an additional member in the
reference base. Similarly  & 1 represent standard deviation values. The procedure is to compute
(; ) parameters for every feature in the cognition (learning) phase. In the recognition phase, Doyle’s
distance is computed for every feature and the total distance is the sum of all feature-wise distances
computed.
The way it is put above indicates that 1 and 1 are computed using N + 1 sample where N is
the size during the learning and N + 1 is due to the inclusion of the test sample. If the test sample
belongs to a healthy group then the computation of 1 and 1 based on (N + 1) samples does not
pose any computation pitfalls, however it could result in incorrect a;liation estimation if the test
sample does not belong to the healthy (desired) set. To alleviate this problem, it is suggested to
replicate the test sample N times to keep the size = N + N = 2N for the computation of 1 and
1 , so that the ‘weightage factors’ for the healthy group and the test group are made uniform. The
Doyle’s distance is computed feature-wise and the sum of Doyle’s distances over all features gives
an index for a;liation estimation if the sample is healthy or otherwise.
2.5. Distribution model
The assignment of variables into two groups must always be motivated by the nature of the
response variables and never by an inspection of data. Normal distribution serves as a prototype of a
benchmark to test statistical signi6cance. If an observed di>erence markedly departs from the model
of all possible di>erence, it is interpreted as unique, signi6cant and meaningful [21,22]. Majority
of physical and mental traits tend to be distributed as to approximate normal distribution stretching
from −∞ to +∞ and covering the unit area interpreted as probability of occurrence of the universe
of traits or events which describes, the normal distribution as an ideal [23].
In this work we have proposed to decompose the normal distribution into several mutually exclusive zones. Subsequent to zonalization weightage factor is assigned to each zone. Later, a;liation
analysis of a test sample is performed by a suitable distance measure such as a City block [19].
The speci6c recommendation to opt for zonalization is due to the fact that it captures the essence of
distribution parameters, which are de6ned as the knowledge parameters in our work, and the reason
to choose the City block for distance computation is for its computational ease. The discrimination
e;cacy of the new samples either as healthy or not, depends on the learning done on the healthy
(control) data set. The strength of knowledge derived mainly depends on distribution pattern of each
feature.
2.5.1. Zonalization
Zonalization of feature-wise distribution into di>erent regions providesa clear
indication of domain
knowledge. This notion of zonalization is explained below [24]. Let 1 : : : m be m populations
with density functions P1 (x), Pm (x), respectively. We wish to divide the distribution space based
on the observations of training data set into m mutually exclusive
and exhaustive regions. R1 : : : Rm .

If the region falls into Rj we shall say that it comes from j . The procedure assigns the point x
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to one of the Rj based on which regions R1: : : Rm is de6ned. The discrimination procedure requires
classifying an observation as coming from j if it falls in Rj .

2.5.2. Attribution of weightage factors for zones
Consider a pattern x = (x1 ; x2 ; : : : x n )T in Rn . The measurements xi , 1 6 i 6 n which represents the
sample and by which one is supposed to classify the pattern are usually not equally important. Clearly
measurements of less importance should be assigned smaller weights [24]. The stage of creation of
a KB consists of representing the healthy samples with a distribution pattern, and zonalizing the
distribution into regions (such as Intrinsic, Safe, Permissible and Acceptable zones, respectively).
The recognition stage involves identifying whether a presented test case (sample) belongs to the
healthy group or not. The most important observation in either case is to estimate the closeness of
the test sample to the reference base (in case it is healthy) or to estimate the farness of being away
from the reference base.

2.6. A typical normal distribution, zonalization and weightage factors
The pictorial bell shaped representation of a typical normal distribution is shown in Fig. 1.
Computation of R, R is performed using below formulae:
R = [Min − (Min ∗ 1=100)], RV = [Max + (Max ∗ 1=100)], where Min, Max are the lowest and highest
value in feature of training samples.
The representation structures ( ), (− ) indicate, respectively, upper and lower limit of the range
values.
The zonalization proposed is demonstrated in Fig. 1 and more explicitly in Table 2. The distribution
model is split into Intrinsic, Safe, Acceptable, and Permissible regions. These names are so chosen
that they could be close to real life observations. If a test sample lies in the intrinsic zone, then it can
be declared to be intrinsically healthy. Similarly a test sample can be declared to be safely healthy,
acceptably healthy or permissibly healthy. If a test sample lies beyond the permissible zone then
it is to be considered unhealthy. To express these qualitative discriminations on a number scale,
suitable weightage factors, as illustrated in Table 2, are attributed to di>erent zones. The cut o>
points and the weightage factors for di>erent zones are so chosen that they provide proper meaning
to the words Intrinsic, Safe, Acceptable, and Permissible and Beyond Permissible regions. There is
ample scope for research to decide these weightage factors and cuto> points.
Table 2 explains Fig. 1 more vividly. For instance the so-called safe region is de6ned as being
present in between the cuto> points (r , r ) on the left swing portion of the distribution and in
• ∼

∼

•

between the √cuto> points (r, r ) in the right swing portion. The range for this zone is from 90% to
70% (Peak / 2) of the peak of the corresponding normal distribution. This implies that test sample
is quite safe (healthy) if it lies in this range and is not a PD a>ected sample. The corresponding
weightage factor 0.01 is assigned while computing the discriminating distance for the sample in the
speci6c algorithm presented later in Section 3.3.
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Fig. 1. Illustrating the Distribution Pattern for Normal Samples, with Left and Right swing.

2.7. Ratio features
Concepts are inventions of the human mind which are used to construct a model of the world.
They package reality into discrete units for further processing, they support powerful mechanisms for
doing logic, and are indispensable for both precise and extended chains of reasoning but concepts and
percepts cannot form a perfect model of the world as they are abstractions that select features that are
important for one purpose, but ignore details and complexities that may be just as important for some
other purpose [25]. Most of the studies related to trace elements were mainly concentrated to certain
elemental (Feature-wise) analysis. Our team started to look at the problem in elemental to elemental
interrelations (Ratio-wise) as a novel idea for understanding the in-depth hidden information present
in CSF of both normal and AD [26], which has been extended in the present research work for PD
data set.
Analysis with a very large number of features is di;cult. Probably the simple alternative approach
would be to combine the feature values of multidimensional data by performing simple operations
like addition, subtraction rationing. In fact, these operations are very common with remotely sensed
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Table 2
Zonalization of normal distribution
Proposed zones or
regions

Suggested cut o>
point for
zonalization

Proposed zonal
weightage factor

Intrinsic

0.001

[(r , r mode ), (r mode , r)]

Safe

90% Peak
√
Peak/ 2

0.01

[( r , r ), (r, r )]

Acceptable

10% Peak

0.1

Permissible
Beyond permissible

Nearest neighbor
Far o>

[(r, r ) ,( r , r)]
V
∼
V
V R)]
[(R, r), (r,
¡ R ¿ RV

1.0
10.0

Zones or (Regions)
[Left swing, Right swing]
•

•

∼ •

• ∼

∼

multispectral data [27,28]. Parametric and partitioned distribution model have to be now devised
using transformed ratio features and distance computations and a;liation analysis have to be done
on new transformed ratio features. However, there is a disadvantage that the total number of distinct
ratio features will be more than the original number of features. If f1 , f2 : : : fn are the n observations
in the original features space, then ratio feature space have n(n − 1)=2 number of distinct transform
features, and n(n − 1) all possible ratio features as given in the following two matrix representations
for a n-d original feature space of f1 , f2 : : : fn . This results in the increase of dimension leading
to curse of dimensionality [18]. Various dimensionality reduction procedures [29] are suggested in
pattern recognition literature. But this aspect is not investigated in this research work.
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Table 3
Feature-wise knowledge parameters for normal samples: control set size N = 25
Feature

Element

Mean ()

SD ()

F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8

Na
S
Ca
Mg
P
Fe
Cu
Zn

134.496
36.918
2.236
0.919
3.202
0.019
0.013
0.009

4.919
3.816
0.228
0.097
0.391
0.004
0.003
0.002

3. Results
3.1. Elemental concentration
The elements chosen for the present study have biological importance and are involved in brain
function. Elemental concentration (mol=ml) for control, early PD and severe PD serum are given in
Table 1. The data are presented in mole concentration in order to calculate mole ratio of elements
and also to determine inter-elemental correlation. The results clearly showed that serum levels of K,
Mg, Cu, Co and P were higher (p ¡ 0:01) in both early PD and severe PD compared to control.
S and Al were signi6cantly low (p ¡ 0:01) in both early and severe PD, while Fe and Zn were
decreased signi6cantly (p ¡ 0:01) in only severe PD compared to control, which may reKect the
severity of PD. Interestingly, in early PD serum the concentrations of P, Cu, K and Ca were higher
than control and severe PD. However, there was no signi6cant change in the total concentration
(mol=ml) of elements among control and PD groups.
3.2. Parametric model based analysis
The knowledge parameters of the reference base are computed using the training/learning set
(Control/Healthy samples) with N = 25. Table 3 illustrates the feature-wise knowledge parameters
(; ) derived from control samples. Similarly ratio feature-wise knowledge parameters are also
computed.
The a;liation indices (Doyle’s distance values) feature-wise were computed and signi6cant variations of the a;liation index (Doyle’s distance value) because of early/severe samples indicated
that the sample was refuted by the reference base as illustrated in Table 4. In this table results are
presented in minimum–maximum format, the minimum value corresponding to the smallest Doyle’s
distance computed over all the test samples presented and similarly the maximum corresponding to
the largest Doyle’s distance.
From the table the following observations can be made
• Doyle’s distance component shows a quick rise in value with the samples drawn for early PD,
and the distance drops with the progression of disorder from early to severe PD.
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Table 4
Feature-wise distance computations using Parametric Model (Test samples are drawn from all three types)
Distance of a test samples from the base reference (Healthy)
Features

Element

Control samples
[ Min, Max ]

Early PD samples
[ Min, Max ]

Severe PD samples
[ Min, Max ]

F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8

Na
S
Ca
Mg
P
Fe
Cu
Zn

0.10298, 0.19499
0.0772, 0.20571
0.00462, 0.01558
0.00199, 0.00908
0.00794, 0.03894
0.00008, 0.00014
0.00007, 0.00016
0.00003, 0.00009

0.1016, 2.93454
0.11391, 0.7156
0.00462, 0.05797
0.0021, 0.0205
0.00795, 0.23341
0.00008, 0.00079
0.00007, 0.00376
0.00003, 0.00015

0.10598, 1.22425
0.10248, 0.5917
0.00462, 0.02163
0.0021, 0.01615
0.00794, 0.08804
0.00009, 0.00372
0.00007, 0.00225
0.00004, 0.00021

Net Doyle’s distance

D

0.22818, 0.40601

0.48647, 3.16591

0.46954, 1.41341

Table 5
Summary of net Doyle’s distance
Net Doyle’s distance
Ratio type

Control samples
[ Min, Max ]

Early PD samples
[ Min, Max ]

Severe PD samples
[ Min, Max ]

Distinct ratio features
All ratio features

208, 429
206, 447

505, 1113
505, 1130

502, 663
503, 714

• The range of distances for samples from severe cases cannot be separable from the range of
distances computed for samples drawn from early PD cases with Na, S, Mg, etc.
Thus we cannot clearly understand the progression of disorder by just analyzing selective elements.
But the net Doyle’s distance
n

di ;

D=
i=1

where di is Doyle’s distance component for the ith feature shows a clear discrimination between the
healthy samples and abnormal samples, which consists of test samples from both Early and severe
PD.
This observation is true even with ratio features. Although it appears that there is an open scope
for advanced mining [30] with ratio features to discover hidden knowledge, it is not included in this
research communication, since we are still researching on this issue. The summary of net Doyle’s
distance on ratio features is given in Table 5.
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Normal

Abnormal
( Both early and severe PD )

0.22

0.40

0.469

3.16

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram illustrating separation of normal and abnormal samples with Doyle’s distance computations.

Early

Control

0.22

0.40

0.486

Severe

3.16

4.69

14.13

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram illustrating separation of samples between the normal and abnormal (Early PD and Severe PD)
after Doyle’s distance is re6ned with W .

Overall we prefer to stick to the following observations,
1. Healthy samples and abnormal samples are distinctly separable in terms of net Doyle’s distance
Tables 4 and 5.
2. It is generally di;cult to establish a clear line of separation between early PD and severe PD
samples from Doyle’s distance analysis of the samples identi6ed as abnormals.
3. Supervised analysis shows that the conventional truth that severe PD cases should generally exhibit
higher distance than early PD cases cannot also be distinctly observable.
4. The observation (3) implies that Doyle’s distance index should be re6ned with some deeper
observations made for the samples which are labeled as abnormals. Such a supporting clue can
be drawn from clinical observations made on the PD a>ected samples [14].
Clinical observations have reported the total UPDRS scale in the order of 57:6 ± 15:6 ∗ UPDRS
scale for severe PD case and 23:1 ± 11:4 ∗ UPDRS scale for early PD case [14]. Even without
a detailed clinical analysis, a neuro-physician declares a case to be severe if motor movements
are uncontrollably high. With this supporting evidence Doyle’s distance is re6ned with a re6ning
weightage factor W as
Re6ned Doyle’s Distance = W times the corresponding Doyle’s distance.
With W = 1 for early PD cases indicated by a value less than 30 in UPDRS scale and W = 10
for severe PD cases indicated by a value greater than 50 in UPDRS scale.
With this re6nement the parametric model based analysis with Doyle’s distance measure shows the
clear separation of classes and satis6es the conventionally understood truth of distances as indicated
in the schematic diagrams shown in Figs. 2 and 3, drawn with reference to Table 4.
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Table 6
Net Doyle’s distance for ratio features with and without re6nement
Ratio type

Net Doyle’s distance (without Re6nement)

Distinct ratio features
All ratio features

Control samples
[ Min, Max ]

A>ected samples
[ Min, Max ]

208, 429
206, 447

502, 663
503, 714

Net Doyle’s distance (with Re6nement)

Distinct ratio features
All ratio features

Control Samples
[ Min, Max ]

Early PD Samples
[ Min, Max ]

Severe PD Samples
[ Min, Max]

208, 429
206, 447

505, 1113
505, 1130

5020, 6630
5030, 7140

Table 6 gives a concise representation of the computations carried out employing (i) distinct ratio
features and (ii) all ratio features. Doyle’s distance for a healthy test sample is in the range of 200
–400, while the a>ected samples maintain a larger distance in the range of 500–700. The results
are presented again with the re6nement done on the computed distances for a>ected samples, which
show pronounced discrimination between early and severe PD samples.
3.3. Distribution model based analysis
Frequency distribution table is computed using the feature values. If fi is the number of samples
for xi , then p(xi ) = fi =n, where n = 25. Graph p(xi ) versus xi has been observed to simulate bell
shaped distribution Table 7 shows the results of zonalization on eight individual features of this
reference data set. Similar computations can be made on ratio features. These regions symbolize the
knowledge of the reference base. (Theoretical details are covered in 2.5 and 2.6.)
The individual control samples representing healthy were presented as test samples to simulate
healthy cases and test samples either from early or severe obviously simulate unhealthy/abnormal
cases. Large distance measures or farness because of unhealthy sample indicates that the sample is
refuted by the reference base.
The distance computations are based on City block formula [19]. General City block 6nds distance
in the ith feature for two samples A and B using the formula di = |Ai − Bi | and overall distance
between A and B is D = di for all features. City block distance computations are modi6ed with
zonalization weightage factor as explained below.
Suppose Fi is the modal value of the ith feature in reference base, and fi is the ith feature
value corresponding to the test sample, then di = Wi |Fi − fi |, where di is the City block distance
component for ith feature and Wi is the weightage assigned to the zone, where fi falls. The net
distance over all features is D = di . The feature-wise City block distances and overall City block
distance computed, as explained above are given in Table 8. Net distance for feature-wise analysis
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Table 7
Computed knowledge parameter for normal samples in distribution model based on feature-wise analysis: control set size
N = 25

Na

Modal point

Winga

Intrinsic

Safe

Acceptable

Permissible

135

L
R
L
R
L
R
L
R
L
R
L
R
L
R
L
R

133.7–135
135–136.7
36–36.62
36.62–37.5
2.12–2.18
2.18–2.28
0.88–0.925
0.925–0.95
3.02–3.125
3.125–3.27
0.018–0.0195
0.0195–0.022
0.0123–0.0135
0.0135–0.0151
0.0080–0.00825
0.00825–0.0086

131.6–133.7
136.7–137.6
35.0–36.0
37.5–38.87
2.24–2.12
2.28–2.38
0.83–0.88
0.95–1.02
2.91–3.02
3.27–3.43
0.016–0.018
0.022–0.0243
0.0109–0.0123
0.0151–0.0165
0.0072–0.008
0.0086–0.0091

126.8–131.6
137.6–141.8
31.12–35.0
38.87–44.37
1.92–2.24
2.38–2.57
0.82–0.83
1.02–1.1
2.53–2.91
3.43–3.90
0.016–0.016
0.0243–0.0278
0.009–0.0109
0.0165–0.0187
0.0062–0.0072
0.0091–0.0105

124.7–126.8
141.8–143.4
30.6–31.12
44.37–45.45
1.83–1.92
2.57–2.62
0.79–0.82
1.10–1.20
2.47–2.53
3.90–4.04
0.0158–0.016
0.0278–0.0282
0.0089–0.009
0.0187–0.0191
0.0059–0.0062
0.0105–0.0106

S

36.62

Ca

2.18

Mg

0.925

P

3.125

Fe

0.0195

Cu

0.0135

Zn

0.00825

a

L: left swing; R: right swing.

Table 8
Feature-wise distance computations using distribution model (Test samples are drawn from all three types)
Ele

Features

Distance of a sample from the base reference ( Healthy )
Control samples
[ Min, Max]

Early PD samples
[ Min, Max]

Severe PD samples
[ Min, Max]

Na
S
Ca
Mg
P
Fe
Cu
Zn

F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8

0.015, 0.84
0.40, 0.79
0.02, 0.03
0.00002, 0.14
0.00008, 0.037
0.0000025, 0.0009
0.0000025, 0.0035
0.00000025, 0.00025

0.45, 29.56
0.39, 7.80
0.0008, 0.018
0.00061, 0.31
0.000043, 1.175
0.0000015, 0.0000025
0.00035, 0.0055
0.00000025, 0.00025

0.00087, 17.17
0.359, 9.361
0.0018, 0.513
0.01, 0.227
0.0001, 0.916
0.0155, 0.0354
0.00025, 0.0055
0.00000025, 0.0032

D

Net distance

0.474–1.612

8.29–31.45

7.29–17.93

is summarized in Table 9. The computed distance are presented in the minimum–maximum format
(giving the range) as explained earlier with the previous model.
Similar calculations are made with ratio features and the results are summarized in Table 10.
Analysis of these Tables 8–10 show perfect resemblance to the observations made in the Section 3.2
above. As recommended earlier, the discrimination is done in two stages. In 6rst stage normal and
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Table 9
Net distance for feature-wise analysis with and without re6nement (distribution model)
Feature

Without re6nement
With re6nement

Net distance
Control samples
[ Min, Max ]

Early PD samples
[ Min, Max ]

Severe PD samples
[ Min, Max ]

0.474–1.612
0.474–1.612

8.29–31.45
8.29–31.45

7.29–17.93
72.9–179.3

Table 10
Net distance for distinct ratio type features with and without re6nement (distribution model)
Distinct ratio type

Without re6nement
With re6nement

Net distance (in ×103 units)
Control samples
[ Min, Max ]

Early PD samples
[ Min, Max ]

Severe PD samples
[ Min, Max ]

0.545–3.85
0.545–3.85

4.57–19.41
4.57–19.41

18.34–109.89
183.4–1098.9

abnormal cases become separable. In the second stage, further re6ning of distance with a weightage
factor W = 1 for early and W = 10 for severe PD classi6es the abnormal samples also into clear
two groups. The distance values after re6nement process are given in Tables 9 and 10 which show
clear separation of all three classes.
3.4. Comparative analysis
In this section we present the computational analysis of the two algorithms suggested. A Parametric
model requires a simple structure for creating the KB, since only two parameters (; ) are required
for each feature. Here the memory required is proportional to 2n where n is the number of features.
Feature-wise Doyle’s distance computation involves two subtractions, two squaring operations, one
addition and one square root computing operation. Computing the net Doyle’s distance involves
summing up all individual Doyle’s component, which is proportion to O(n), where n is the number
of Doyle’s components and n is number of features in feature-wise analysis.
The Distribution model requires a slightly complex structure for creating a KB since four zonal
details and corresponding weightage factors have to be stored for each feature. Thus memory requirement is in proportion to 5n, where n is the number of features. However, the notion of zonalization is
close to real life conventions (Intrinsic, Safe, Acceptable, and Permissible). Feature-wise City block
distance computation involves a nested If structure to decide the weightage factor, one subtraction
and one multiplication operation. The net city block distance involves summing up all individual City
block distance components, which is proportion to O(n) in feature-wise analysis. Both the models
have shown similar discrimination e;ciency. In fact the magnitude of separation between the classes
is relatively higher with distribution based computations than parametric computations. In summary
both the models are computationally e;cient as well as performance wise e;cient.
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4. Discussion and recommendation
Essential trace elements are required at very low concentrations for the proper functioning of
human biological systems, yet at a higher concentration they are toxic. The controversy over metal
levels present in PD serum has lead the problem to be viewed in di>erent avenues. The e>ect of
change in metal levels is not restricted to the analyzed metals alone, but it leads to the large e>ect
on total summation of metals present in the serum samples. Further, the inter-relations of these
metals give a clear indication on the homeostasis of metals. Thus, we have carried out this work by
considering eight metals and also computed the inter-relations of this by taking ratio features.
Both Doyle’s distance and Zonalization based city block components show a quick rise in value
with the samples drawn for early PD, and the distance drops with the progression of disorder from
early to severe PD. The range of distance for samples from severe cases cannot be separable from
the range of distance computed for samples drawn from early PD cases with Na, S, Mg, etc. We
also have observed that distance computations are of a very low order in Zn, Fe.
We can observe that it is generally di;cult to discriminate early PD cases and severe PD cases,
in accordance with the conventional expectation that distance indices in early PD cases should be
lower than that of severe PD cases. The progression of the disorder could be known by clinical
diagnosis. Thus the design of the models was re6ned with the weightage factors (criteria for discriminating factor for the separation for early and severe disorder) 1, 10 for early and severe disorder,
respectively.
From the detailed algorithmic computations presented in the previous section, it is evident that the
ranges of distances for healthy and a>ected samples can be properly calibrated to read directly the
severity of the progression of the PD, when the distance is computed with the feature set of trace
elemental values or with their ratios for a test sample.
The research outcome clearly demonstrates that it is possible to devise a directly interpretable
calibrated scale to quantitatively assess the progression of PD, but such a calibration can be very
e>ective with a pretty large number of samples in the control/training set; the lack of which is the
only major limitation in the work presented.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the 6rst attempt in studying in general a medical database
by applying zonalization to distribution and Doyle’s distance measure to parametric models to understand progression of neurological disorder by taking serum as a diagnostic medium. The present
computation model is able to distinguish the metal homeostasis between normal to Early PD to
Severe PD hence it has diagnostic value. We preempt that more rigorous analysis could be suggested by medical professionals to identify contributing features, which could enhance further both
computational e;ciency and e>ective diagnosis.
5. Summary
Given a test sample, under diagnosis for Parkinson’s disease, classifying it into a normal or
a>ected (early/severe) is a complex issue. In the present paper, we have proposed two di>erent
algorithmic models namely Parametric method (which incorporates mean and variance features)
and Distribution method (which involves partitioning the normal distribution of every feature and
assigning weightage factors to di>erent partitions made on the normal distribution) which have been
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processed on the trace elemental values (concentration) present in serum samples of both normal
and PD a>ected (early/severe) population. The explicit need was to cognize a reference KB based
on control samples drawn from normal/healthy set, which could be used in the recognition stage,
for an accurate discrimination of the test sample as being healthy or a>ected. The value of the
distance computed can be read on a calibrated scale to recognize the severity of the progression of
the disorder.
In summary, a pattern recognition inspired algorithmic approach to understand trace elemental
homeostasis in serum samples of Parkinson disease is presented in this research paper.
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